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SAS is ushering students into the information age

An initiative will combine teaching and technology in the classroom.

By Alisa Herman The Daily Pennsylvanian

As the Internet becomes a common classroom tool across the country, School of Arts and Sciences administrators are working to combine teaching and technology at Penn.

The school's three-pronged educational initiative will focus on using technology and Internet in all of the university's colleges as well as enhancing distance learning, SAS Dean Richard Preston said.

"A lot is going on in different fronts," Preston said. He stressed that it is crucial for both students and faculty to learn how to use the Internet outside of the classroom environment, adding that many arts and sciences students are usually "way behind the student curve" in utilizing the World Wide Web.

The courses, held in both classrooms and online, will focus on using technology in and outside of the classroom. The third focus — extending distribution programs — will allow students to utilize computer courses through a combination of five universities worldwide. The courses, taught by Penn and other institutions, will be available through the Internet by January.

Richard Beeman said the College must do more than just present "steam centers" in utilizing the Internet. "We are pursuing the third goal, in part because it extends the reach of the距離," he said. "There are few things as powerful, and Penn is a leader in the field of distance learning." The Internet, he added, is typically a current popular phenomenon that changes rapidly.

The second goal, preparing students for a "post-high technology" era, is currently popular among many institutions, according to Preston. "We are pursuing the second goal, in part because many institutions are raising the graduate degree as a form of "public good," he said. "If we don't have graduates in post-high technology, we'll end up having a post-high technology economy that is the first goal, "authentic Puerto Rican," reflects the life of solidaridad, a status that Jiminez calls "a farce." Russell Simmons' Def Comedy Jam.
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Laughter, comedy rock Zellerbach

Rendell names new school board members

Electorate suspects Sam Adler found out wrongdoings

 nuevas candidaturas

FINAL OPPORTUNITIES TO REGISTER FOR SORORITY RUSH

During the spring semester.

In the Food COURT at a table by the back windows

There is a $10 fee for rush registration!!!

QUESTIONS?

CONTACT Cara Schmid: caras@sas.upenn.edu

The DP can be found on the Editorial Page.

The DP is looking for creative, philosophical, witty, and opinionated people to write weekly columns during the spring semester.

More information and applications are available online at dailypennsylvanian.com/campus/apply.

The office of the University of the Arts and the Olin Partnership—a local landscape and environmental design firm chosen last April to conduct a campus development review—will discuss transportation issues concerning the university's buildings, campus architecture, and pedestrian traffic.

PUTTING PENN TO PAPER

The DP could use your writing skills. Be a reporter!!

Looking For An Adventure

Become A Pennquote Team Leader!

PennQuote Team Leaders are an enthusiastic group of upper-class students who volunteer to write weekly columns during the spring semester.

Requirements include: participation in a training program, love for the outdoors, and the desire to serve as a positive role model to first-year students. Applications, time commitment, and program description are available at http://dolphin.upenn.edu/~ns0/pq

or you may pick one up in Suite 102 of Marzwell House (High Rise East).

The deadline for applications has been extended until December 13, 1999.

Today Today Today

Today Monday 12/6 12-3
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Naming of violent offenders discussed

From Puerto Rico to Penn

Commitment to Puerto Rico—armed struggle," said FALN and former member Jiminez. The group of faculty members cited the struggle against oppression.

But Jiminez made clear it was only one "context" that overturned the Constitution. Some students at the University have cited the change of the Constitution as a positive move, citing the potential for social betterment.

Puerto Ricans in American cities, advocating unity and education as means for social betterment.

"We are looking at the struggle against oppression," Jiminez said, citing international law against colonialism. "We are looking at what has been rejected the colonial order at first because it was not the context of the struggle.

"This is not the context," Jiminez said. "We are looking at the struggle against oppression."
Students meet dean – and his dog, too

By Sabrina Grewal
The Daily Pennsylvanian

Despite knowing that he is the dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and has an adorable dog, most students probably know little about 85-year-old Richard Beeman. But a group of students gathered Thursday for a chance to find out a little more about the man behind the dog.

The Dean’s Advisory Board organized the luncheon as a jumpstart for next semester’s planned “Take your Professor to Lunch” program. The casual talk began with a question the dean posed to the freshmen, among other things, to the upperclassmen to answer: “What is the best advice you are doing here and now?”

As the students fumbled to justify their existence at Penn, the dean’s conclusion was that the answer changes every year. Even the dean went 15 years of experience as a Penn history professor, recalled his college days at the University of California at Berkeley when he was sure he wanted to be a professor at Penn.

But, he recalled, “Fall semester sophomore year I remember taking an accounting course and an American history class and I loved it and I hated accounting that I changed my major to history.”

“True to that experience, Beeman addressed the majority of the students in the room who had not yet decided what they wanted to do with their futures, emphasizing the importance of trying everything from academics to the social scene at Penn.”

The students said they were pleased with the luncheon. “We’re a very interesting person to listen to and very open to helping undergraduates find their life here at Penn,” said College sophomore Nina Vadakkan.

“I thought this was a great forum for students to talk to a successful person in their area,” said College junior Sara Coelho. “I thought it would be interesting because I don’t really know much about the dean.”

College supervisor Nina Vadakkan has been a DP columnist since Thursday as part of a program designed to increase Beeman’s interaction with students.

Penn students over the commons “We want a diverse student body.” Beeman said.

Hendrix said. Beeman added that while the number of distance-learning courses will increase, he does not expect massive growth, noting that the program should become more popular in the spring when Penn students take up internships and jobs off-campus. An old friend to help students get more distance-learning classes, Beeman said it will work harder to keep an eye on undergraduate needs.

Presently, the College offers Cross-Cultural Studies — a discipline combining biology, computer sciences, linguistics, mathematics, neurosciences, philosophy and psychology. But the school does not contribute to the year-old Digital Media Design program, a major that gives students a foundation of knowledge in technology, graphic art and media studies.

“Robeson believed children were the future of our democracy. People come from generation to generation,” said Aulston, who now works with the work of the Robeson legacy for future generations to come.

“I think that this is something that should happen in the future,” said College sophomore Margaret Grillo said.
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Penn's decision to transform the dorm into an undergraduate residence impinges continually family housing on campus. 

While it is vital that the University respect the increasing demand of undergraduate student housing, the decision announced last week to turn Mary Hall into an all undergraduate dormitory raises several interesting issues.

By about forty, officials announced that the building, intended for use by students in the past, would be turned over to undergraduates over the course of several years. Many graduate students moved into the building or retained their apartments with the blessing of the building's staff. Undergraduates were also given the option to move into the building, or retain those places.

Goldfarb answered with a re- 

"...and the OSC could very well end up making up your average seventy-six year old and dress more provocatively than the 21-year-old girls of local nightclubs. They are more aggressive in pursuing their female classmates and instances of sexual harassment, and even sexual assault are alarmingly high."

And a columnist on this page de- 

"The Daily Pennsylvanian will continue to pursue efforts to exhibit their so- 

tional themes are increasingly adult-like before their time. Nine-year-old girls wear more make-up than your average sorority sister and dress more provocatively than the 21-year-old girls of local nightclubs. They are more aggressive in pursuing their female classmates and instances of sexual harassment, and even sexual assault are alarmingly high.
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Seeing what isn't there. Then creating it. That's what we do. It's that simple.

Inventors wanted. www.walkerdigital.com
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Towne Building
Room 303

Interview
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Career Center

THE INFINITE JOY OF CREATION.
NASA receives no signal from Mars probe

The Polar Lander was scheduled to touch down on Friday and officials are considering failure scenarios.

"Clearly the team is getting more frustrated, certainly and more tense about all of this," said operations manager Richard Cook.

The 6.7-ton lander was supposed to have signaled immediately after Friday afternoon's touchdown but has not been heard from since 10:50 a.m. PST, a manager said.

"When you start checking — when there is no thing to fail and then this thing has to fail and then this thing has to fail to get into this circumstance — then you're definitely in extra time," Cook said. "We're not yet at that."

The lander was expected to touch down and, on its own, was taking steps to establish contact.

The Polar Lander was a joint project of Jet Propulsion Laboratory, still searching from the September loss of its sister landing probe, Mars Climate Orbiter.

PASADENA, Calif. — NASA assen- nium listened in vain yesterday for a signal from the Mars Polar Lan- and and mission officials said after three days of searching, there was neither in the effect to contact the crutch to reach the science team is getting more frustrated, certainly and more tense.

Six firefighters killed in warehouse fire

The search for bodies has continued since the fire blazed Friday night.

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia — Revenge- was outside the scrutiniz- ing runs of a tandem redness yesterday, holding their lives over their hearts as the body of one of six firefighters was dangling in a forest fire in Colorado.

"Turning at the base of their work is a dedication that all life is precious," sermon yesterday at Our Lady of Mount Carmel.

The Gypsy, or Roma, population sometimes organized the violence in Kosovo as ethnic Albanians at- tempt to retaliate for a decade of op- pressed by criminals.

The elite KLA fought for its own survival in a bloody conflict last year that saw 150,000 people killed and led to NATO's 78-day bombing campaign.

The KCS's two-term report also details Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic's crackdown against dissidents and minorities and events during the war, graphs- sically describing maps, torture, sex- ual excesses, looting and burning.

In a report to the previous, Bernard Kouchner, the top U.N. administra- tor in Kosovo, drew a distinction between the ethnic Albanian acts of revenge and the brutal Serbian

One of the worst examples oc- curred in a forest fire in Colorado.

"The descent into violence has touched by the war," the report said. 

"The Gypsy, or Roma, population has been largely un- port said, referring to postwar Gnjilane, which had been largely un-

Six firefighters killed

"The building has virtually col- lapsed on the inside," Giard said.

Six firefighters were killed in a dedicated warehouse in Worcester, Mass.

"The move could quell fears about the access to its cable lines.

"When you start checking — when you're not sure about a thing, then you're in extra time," Cook said. "We're not yet at that."

The lander was expected to touch down and, on its own, was taking steps to establish contact.

The Polar Lander was a joint project of Jet Propulsion Laboratory, still searching from the September loss of its sister landing probe, Mars Climate Orbiter.

PASADENA, Calif. — NASA assen- nium listened in vain yesterday for a signal from the Mars Polar Lan- and and mission officials said after three days of searching, there was neither in the effect to contact the crutch to reach the science team is getting more frustrated, certainly and more tense.
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M. Soccer's Brown honored by Soccer 7

Penn senior co-captain Reggie Brown, a 1999 All-American, was named to the 2000 Philadelphia Soccer 7 All-Star team last Friday.

The midfielder/forward from Elizabethtown, PA, recorded two goals and one assist this past season, while leading the Quakers in a 2-0 record in Soccer 7 play.

Throughout his time at Penn, Brown distinguished himself as a go-to quick and skillful star for the Quakers—a fact that only serves to tighten the Quakers' hold on the 1999 Philadelphia Soccer 7.)

Penn earned the honor of perfect 1999 Soccer 7 record with wins over University of Pennsylvania and Philadelphia University University (1-0).

Tuesday, December 7, 1999, 6:00-8:00 p.m.

University of Pennsylvania

University City, 36th & Chestnut

Outlook Policy Forum

190 N. Fairmount St. Suite 420

Alexandria, VA, 22314

703.548.8166

www.outlookpolicyforum.org
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University of Pennsylvania

DEPARTMENT OF EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Student Summer Research Stipends In Paleontology

Summer stipends are available for student research in Paleontology for the 2000 summer. These stipends will be awarded on a competitive basis. Undergraduate applications will be evaluated separately from those by graduate students.

The stipends will give the students the opportunity to work over the summer with a professor at the University of Pennsylvania or another institution, in the lab, a museum, or in the field. The maximum award is $5,000.00.

For more information please contact: Professor Hermann Pfeflcrhorn, Department of Earth and Environmental Science, 255 Hayden Hall/6316. E-mail: hpfefferhorn@upenn.edu; phone: 8-5156.
LEAD DEVELOPER
Hire date: Yesterday

Responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
• Working with the Human Computer Interface group (HCI) and the Program Manager to define the specification and technology involved in each project.
• Developing software in small teams using cutting-edge technologies, with an emphasis on Web development (JAVA, EJB, DHTML, XML, etc.).
• Using the company's development process to support both internal and external customers, continuously tracking issues and progress.
• Providing technical edits and reviews for the documentation team, as well as creating release notes and migration manuals.
• Using object-oriented frameworks provided by the Quality Engineering team to develop use case/functional tests.

Requirements:
• Java, C++
• GUI development in any language (Visual Basic, MFC, Java/AWT, etc.) and component technologies (ActiveX, Java Beans)
• SQL and experience with relational database design and development (Oracle, Sybase, Informix, DB2, SQL Server)
• EJB, CORBA, COM/DCOM, and RM1
• Web technologies (HTML, SSL, Active Server Pages)
• Development Process Tools (compilers, profilers, version control systems, automated testing tools)

One of our client companies is willing to pay that much to the right person. We didn’t want to use money to get your attention, but we had to let you know about such an opportunity. After all, if you had a Ferrari you wouldn’t park it in the garage and never drive it, would you?

This is a lead developer position with a newly formed, small, start-up, e-commerce company. It’s a high-profile position that demands deep technical, management and communication skills. The right candidate will have a tremendous impact on the future of this organization.

If you are interested in this position, whether you have entered the CollegeHire.com process yet or not, go to www.collegehire.com/cha-ching and indicate your interest by checking the box on this page and completing your CollegeHire.com profile. We’ll take it from there.
**SPORTS**

**W. Swimming wins in first home meet**

By Ryan Kelly

Penn 182

G'town 109

Penn swimmers entered the Pennsylvania Aquatic Center Friday night with one goal: to get off to a good start against the Hoyas. And that’s exactly what happened. The men and women teams each scored 182 points, as Penn easily handled the Hoyas Saturday and improved to 2-0 on the season.

Freshmen Brian Frank, a swimmer on the men’s swim team and Kinsey Ostmann, on the women’s swim team were both happy with the results.

"It was a great meet for us, as we got off to a fast start," Ostmann said. "We had a good team effort, overall."

On the women’s side, Kinsey Ostmann won the 100 back and 100 breast and broke the school record in the 100 breast.

"I felt great, I was happy to be able to break the record," Ostmann said. "I’m happy to become the number one swimmer in the 100 breast.

On the men’s side, Brian Frank won the 100 free and 100 breast and also broke the school record in the 100 breast.

"I felt good," Frank said. "I was able to swim my fastest time in both events."

The Penn men also broke three school records on Friday in the 400 medley relay, the 200 back and the 200 breast.

"It was a great day for us," Ostmann said. "We were able to break several school records.

"I’m happy to be able to contribute to the team’s success," Frank said. "We were able to win every event we entered."
INDEX
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Regular line classified ads are priced by the number of words. 1 day
1-25 words $2.20 per word 30 days $2.00 per word
3-5 days $1.80 per word 60 days $1.60 per word
2-30 days $1.50 per word 90 days $1.35 per word
31 days $1.20 per word

GOLDEN RULE:
Big House: A 16x24 (14,400 square feet) house, completely furnished and
set up to move into. Located at 4019 Locust Street, 1st Floor.

ADVERTISER CALL 215-898-1111

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY AD RATES
Category:
1-25 words $10.95 60 lines $7.95
3-100 words $12.95 120 lines $8.95
101-250 words $14.95 240 lines $10.95
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FSU, Virginia Tech to meet for title

No mystery in intrigue, just this simple fact: Florida State will play No. 2 Virginia Tech for the national championship in the Sugar Bowl on January 4. 

The winner of the Bowl Championship Series, the system of rating college football teams by polls and computer scores, emerges as the top team in the sport.

But which team will be chosen to represent the era of the computer and the polls? Which will be the No. 1 team? And does it matter, really, if the scores are not there? 

A new era in college football, especially in the computer age, faces a traditional test. 

Florida State, the team that emerged as the computer's favorite, did not win the Bowl Championship Series. 

Virginia Tech, which received votes but no first-place nods in the Bowl Championship Series, did win the series. 

Which will be chosen to represent college football, the computer's No. 1 team or the Bowl Championship Series? 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Make crystal clear you are not fooling, pathetic without becoming inflexible. Pisces and another will figure in your news. 

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Your questions concerning partner- sons deliver scenario. 

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Popularity on the rise — you get credit for innovative procedures. Scenario features fun, frolic, vindication. 

The Daily Pennsylvanian
W. Squash dominates Yale, Brown in shutouts

The top-ranked and undefeated Quakers continued their roll this weekend at the Ringer Courts.

By Black Lapidas

The dominating performance of the Penn women's squash team this weekend in a long court was a sight to behold. The Quakers beat Yale 9-0 and Brown 8-1, with only one game contested that went to a third set.

The Quakers beat Yale on Saturday with eight of their players winning 9-0, and Penn prevailed 8-1 against Brown on Sunday, with all but two sets being decided in straightforward matches.

Of the 16 sets played over the weekend, only one third set was contested, showing the dominance the Quakers had over their opponents.

The Quakers had not lost a single point in any of the 16 games played over the weekend, resulting in a perfect 16-0 record.

The Quakers are now 4-0 in conference play and 13-0 overall, maintaining their position as the top team in the Ivy League and the nation.

The next match for the Quakers will be against Harvard on Saturday, with the winner securing the Ivy League championship. The Quakers are looking forward to the challenge and are aiming to continue their winning streak.

In the meantime, the team would like to thank all the fans and supporters who have been with them throughout the season. The Quakers are grateful for the support and look forward to creating more memorable moments in the upcoming matches.